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Abstract Several new physics scenarios that address anoma-
lies in B-physics predict an enhancement of b → sττ with
respect to its Standard Model prediction. Such scenarios nec-
essarily imply modifications of the lifetime ratio τBs/τBd and
the lifetime difference ��s . In this work, we explore indi-
rect bounds provided by these observables over new physics
scenarios. We also estimate future projections, showing that
future experimental and theoretical improvements on both
τBs/τBd and ��s have the potential to provide bounds com-
petitive with those directly extracted from b → sττ tran-
sitions. After performing a model-independent analysis, we
apply our results to the particular case of leptoquark media-
tors proposed to address the RD(∗) anomalies.

1 Introduction

The characterisation of new physics scenarios affecting
flavour-changing processes is a challenging task. In fact, high
theoretical and experimental accuracy is needed to extract
significant constraints. Furthermore, a large set of observ-
ables is required to extract the complete flavour structure of
the new physics couplings, and the compatibility between
several constraints needs to be addressed. Interestingly, in
recent years hints of lepton flavour universality violation in
b → cτ ν̄ mediated processes have raised a lot of atten-
tion. In fact, the lepton flavour universality ratios RHc =
B(Hb → Hcτ ν̄)/B(Hb → Hcμν̄), with Hb(c) hadrons with
a b(c) quark, show deviations with respect to their respec-
tive Standard Model predictions. In particular, the two ratios
RD and RD∗ drive the discrepancy, at the level of 3.2 stan-
dard deviations [1]. It is important to notice that, due to these
deviations, a lot of progress has been achieved concerning
Standard Model predictions, culminating with the impressive
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results from Lattice QCD in predicting B → D∗ hadronic
form factors [2–4]. Despite the recent progress, these results
show tensions among each other and with experimental data
and hence require further investigation. For this work, we use
the averaged predictions in [1]. Other observables beyond
RD(∗) have been measured, namely RJ/ψ [5] and R�b [6],
which, however, are affected by large experimental errors.
They are consistent with the current deviations in RD(∗) , but
they are not yet precise enough to shed light on this interest-
ing puzzle.

In light of this, many Beyond the Standard Model sce-
narios have been hypothesized, with the introduction of new
heavy states. Most of these scenarios, in order to accommo-
date the size of the discrepancy in b → cτ ν̄ decays, pre-
dict sizeable effects in b → sττ transitions, hence yielding
a strong correlation between these two partonic processes.
One of the most favourable ways of testing this correlation
is using the bounds on B(Bs → ττ). However, with the
increasing theoretical and experimental precision, it is natu-
ral to wonder whether it could be tested elsewhere. One of the
possibilities is then looking at the lifetime difference of the
Bs system, or the lifetime ratio with respect to the Bd meson.
Both these observables are indeed modified by new physics
in b → sττ , and it can be studied if their foreseen pre-
cision allows extracting more information than with data on
B(Bs → ττ). This is exactly the scope of this work. In Sect. 2
we briefly revise the theoretical framework and current status
of the observables of interest. In Sect. 3, we perform a model-
independent analysis, highlighting correlations between the
different observables contributing. In Sect. 4, we work out
the results for some explicit models. In Sect. 5, we conclude.

2 Setup and observables

The starting point of our analysis is to introduce New Physics
(NP) in b → cτ ν̄ transitions. At the high scale μ = �,
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where SU (2)L × U (1)Y invariance is restored, we have the
following effective Lagrangian:

Leff = LSM − 1

�2

∑

i

C̃i (μ)Qi , (2.1)

where the relevant operators, defined according to the
SMEFT basis in [7], are listed in Appendix A. At the low
scale μ = mb, SU (2)L ×U (1)Y gauge invariance is broken
and the effective Lagrangian reads:

Leff = −4GF√
2

∑

i

Ci (μ)Oi (2.2)

where the operators Oi are in the LEFT basis [8]. At the tree-
level, only semileptonic operators are generated, and they are
listed in Eqs. (A.4)–(A.11). The tree-level matching between
the Wilson coefficients of the aforementioned operators and
the ones in the SMEFT is given in Appendix A, and the
running between the scale μ = � ∼ 1 TeV and μ = mb

is evaluated using DsixTools 2.1 [9]. Non-zero contributions
to four-quarks operators are induced at the loop level from
semileptonic operators. The complete set of them is in Eqs.
(A.12)–(A.14).

In the next subsection, we revise the mixing formalism of
the Bs meson system in presence of NP operators induced
by the semileptonic ones, and discuss current status and
prospects.

2.1 ��s and τBs/τBd beyond the Standard Model

The absorptive off-diagonal element of the time evolution
of the neutral Bs meson system, �s

12, and the dispersive one
Ms

12, are closely related in the Standard Model. They define
lifetimes, mass differences and CP asymmetry as, respec-
tively,

��s = 2|�s
12| cos φs, �Ms = |Ms

12|,
assl = Im

(
�s

12

Ms
12

)
, (2.3)

with the mixing phase φs = arg(−Ms
12/�s

12). Corrections

to these equations amount to O(1/8
∣∣�s

12/M
s
12

∣∣2 sin2 φs) ∼
O(10−11) in the SM, and are negligible with the current level
of precision.

In case of NP couplings, the possible contributions to �Ms

and assl are closely linked to the UV completion of the vari-
ous models. Hence, we postpone the discussion to the specific
models in Sect. 4. Instead, for �s

12, the NP contributions are
always finite, and are related to the discontinuity of the dia-
gram in Fig. 1. We follow the approach in Ref. [10], where NP
(s̄b)(τ̄ τ ) effective operators are inserted. For each possible
NP operator, we obtain:

s

b

b

s

τ

τ

Fig. 1 Diagram that contributes to �s
12 via a double insertion of

(s̄b)(τ̄ τ ) operators. The tau loop in the diagram is closed and the cut
(red dashed line) indicates that only the imaginary part of the graph is
taken

(
�s

12

)
S,AB = 3N�s

12
xτ βτ

〈
QB

S

〉 (
[CS,AB

ed ]3323
)2

, (2.4)

(
�s

12

)
V,L A = N�s

12
βτ

[
(1 − xτ )

〈
QL

V

〉
+ (1 + 2xτ )

〈
QR

S

〉]

×
(
[CV,L A

ed ]3323
)2

, (2.5)

(
�s

12

)
T,AA = −12N�s

12
xτ βτ

[
4
〈
QA

S

〉
+ 8

〈
Q̃ A

S

〉]

×
(
[CT,AA

ed ]3323
)2

. (2.6)

where A = L , R, B = L , R and we have introduced βτ =√
1 − 4xτ , xτ = m2

τ /m
2
b and N�s

12
= −G2

Fm
2
b/(6πMBs ).

The corresponding expression for
(
�s

12

)
V,RA can be obtained

by exchanging the labels L and R everywhere. Note that each
NP contribution is obtained by insertion of twice the same
operator, since the interference between different operators
is zero. Therefore, in the presence of more than one operator,
the total NP contribution to �s

12 can be obtained by summing
the contribution of each individual operator. While reviewing
the calculation, we found a sign difference with respect to
Eq.(E.3) in Ref. [10]. However, despite of this discrepancy,
the final result in Eqs. (2.4)–(2.6) agrees with Eq. (60) in
Ref. [10]. We define the matrix elements of the possible NP
operators in the Bs field as

〈
QA

V

〉
= 〈

B̄s | (s̄γμPAb)(s̄γ
μPAb) |Bs〉 = 2

3
f 2
Bs M

2
Bs B

(1)
Bs

,

〈
QA

S

〉
= 〈

B̄s | (s̄ PAb)(s̄ PAb) |Bs〉

= − 5

12

(
MBs

mb(μ) + ms(μ)

)2

f 2
Bs M

2
Bs B

(2)
Bs

,

〈
Q̃ A

S

〉
= 〈

B̄s | (s̄αPAbβ)(s̄β PAbα) |Bs〉

= 1

12

(
MBs

mb(μ) + ms(μ)

)2

f 2
Bs M

2
Bs B

(3)
Bs

.
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where α and β are color indices. The numerical input for the
expressions above, including values for the bag parameters
B(i)
Bs

, is given in Appendix B.

The ratio ��s/��SM
s is related to �

s,NP
12 through the fol-

lowing general expression:

��s

��SM
s

=
∣∣∣∣∣1 + �

s,NP
12

�
s,SM
12

∣∣∣∣∣

cos

[
φSM
s + arg

(
1 + �

s,NP
12

�
s,SM
12

)]

cos φSM
s

.

(2.7)

If we assume real NP Wilson coefficients, i.e. �
s,NP
12 is real,

and neglect φSM
s along with the small phase of �

s,SM
12 , then we

arrive to the common formula found in the literature [10,11]

��s

��SM
s

= 1 + �
s,NP
12

|�s,SM
12 | . (2.8)

Using the current SM prediction for ��s [12], and the
HFLAV average [1] we obtain for the ratio of the decay width
difference

��s

��SM
s

= 1.11 ± 0.26, (2.9)

which defines the space allowed for new physics. Similarly,
the future projection is given by [13]

(
��s

��SM
s

)

2035
= 1.06 ± 0.06. (2.10)

With this input, we can extract model independent bounds
on the size of NP contributions. By using the current data we
find

�
s,NP
12 < 0.022 ps−1 , (95% CL) (2.11)

and considering the 2035 numerical projection for��s/��SM
s

included in Eq. (2.10), we obtain the projected bound

(
�
s,NP
12

)

2035
< 0.0029 ps−1 . (95% CL) (2.12)

The NP effects in s̄bτ̄ τ couplings affect also the lifetime
ratio of Bs and Bd mesons. If we assume no NP effects in
the Bd lifetime, we have:

τBs

τBd
=
(

τBs

τBd

)

SM

(
1 + �(Bs → ττ)NP

�(Bs)SM

)−1

, (2.13)

where we define �(Bs → ττ)NP = �(Bs → ττ)total −
�(Bs → ττ)SM, which encodes the NP contribution to the
partial decay width. The expression for �(Bs → ττ)total

can be extracted from Eq. (C.2). The SM prediction for the
lifetime ratio can be found in Ref. [15], and it depends on
non-perturbative parameters in the Heavy Quark Expansion
as well as the size of SU (3) f breaking between the Bs and
the Bd system. We employ the central values and errors for
the expectation values of the next-to-leading power matrix
element in the Bd field from [16]. Concerning the size of
SU (3) f breaking, estimates using Heavy-Quark Effective
Theory relations [15,17] and preliminary Lattice QCD esti-
mations [18,19] are affected by large errors. To be very con-
servative, we use the central values from [17] and assign
100% errors. With this, we obtain:

(
τBs

τBd

)

SM
= 1.02 ± 0.02 , �(Bs)SM = 0.597+0.106

−0.069 ps−1 ,

(2.14)

that is compared with the current experimental HFLAV aver-
age [1],

(
τBs

τBd

)

HFLAV2022
= 1.001 ± 0.004 . (2.15)

At the current status, we find good agreement between the
SM predictions and the lifetime average, albeit with large
uncertainties due to the unknown SU (3) f breaking.

We note that in the literature, it has been discussed the
impact of using the values from a different set of non pertur-
bative parameters in the lifetime ratio [15,20], which yield
to a large shift. However, it has to be noticed that the val-
ues for these parameters change a lot depending on whether
higher dimensional operators are considered or not, hinting
to non-trivial correlations. This is not observed in [16], that
we adopt as our reference. We can now extract an indirect
limit over NP contributions toB(Bs → ττ) from the lifetime
ratio. Using Eq. (2.13), we obtain

B(Bs → ττ)NP < 5.5 × 10−2 , (2.16)

at the 95% CL, which has to be compared with the direct
bound from LHCb [21], namely B(Bs → ττ)NP < 6.8 ×
10−3. Currently, the direct bound over B(Bs → ττ)NP

obtained by the LHCb collaboration is 40% better than the
indirect bound obtained from the lifetime ratio.

We then repeat this comparison with the projected sensi-
tivities. The results are shown in Table 1. For the experimental
measurement, we explore the possibility that the error will
reduce to 1 per mille. For the SM prediction, we explore two
hypotheses corresponding to either no change in the central
value or a substantial reduction of it, towards a strong indica-
tion of small SU (3) f breaking. In hypothesis H1, we assume
that the SU (3) f breaking parameters could be measured to
a 10% precision, as possible in the foreseeable future using
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Table 1 Projected bounds at 95% CL for B(Bs → ττ)NP obtained
from the lifetime ratio τBs /τBd are confronted against the projected
bounds from LHCb [14]. For the projections in the lifetime ratio, we
assume that the uncertainties will reduce to 1 per mille in the experi-
ment. We display different results under two different hypothesis for the

SM prediction: that the central value will remain as the current one and
the SU (3)F breaking parameters could be measured to a 10% precision
(H1), and that the central value will shift to match the experiment and
there is no SU (3)F breaking up to the per mille level (H2)

B(Bs → ττ)NP

Assumptions Input τBs /τBd LHCb (50 fb−1) LHCb (300 fb−1)

H1
(

τBs
τBd

)

SM
= 1.020(5) 1.7(6) · 10−2

(
τBs
τBd

)

exp
= 1.001(1) < 1.3 · 10−3 < 5 · 10−4

H2
(

τBs
τBd

)

SM
= 1.001(1) < 2.6 · 10−3

(
τBs
τBd

)

exp
= 1.001(1)

Lattice QCD, but retaining the current central values, while
in H2 we impose no SU (3) f breaking up to the per mill
level. The LHCb collaboration provides two expected upper
bounds for B(Bs → ττ): a first projection is based on a
luminosity of 50fb−1, which in contrast to the expectations
in [14] will be reached only after 2032. The second upper
bound from the LHCb collaboration is based on an expected
luminosity of 300fb−1, which with respect of the expecta-
tions in [14], will be reached only after 2041. This shows
that improved measurements and predictions of the lifetime
ratios have the potential of improving the current bound on
B(Bs → ττ), while waiting for LHCb to collect the nec-
essary statistics to obtain even more stringent bounds. This
motivates extra efforts both from the theoretical and exper-
imental communities to investigate τBs/τBd as a potential
channel to constrain NP effects.

3 Model independent analysis

In this section, we employ the previous results to obtain
bounds on the NP Wilson coefficients in a model indepen-
dent way. We start by assuming that only the vector operators
[CV,LL

ed ]3323 and [CV,LR
de ]3323 are non-zero. These operators

are interesting because they contribute to both Cττ
9 and Cττ

10
via Eq. (C.9), which potentially receive bounds from our set
of b → sττ observables. Moreover, we assume that SU (2)L
invariance at high energies implies the connection,

[
CV,LL
ed

]3323 ≈
[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332
, (3.1)

which leads to correlations with RD(∗) . The parameter space
of [CV,LL

ed ]3323 and [CV,LR
de ]3323 is depicted in Fig. 2a. Cur-

rently, the most competitive bounds over the parameter space
are given by the direct bounds onB(Bs → ττ) andB(B+ →
K+ττ), followed by the indirect bounds obtained from the
lifetime ratio τBs/τBd and from the lifetime difference ��s .

More interesting, however, is the future projected picture of
the parameter space. Eventually, the strongest bounds are
expected to come from updates by LHCb and Belle II, which
will nevertheless require the collection of substantial inte-
grated luminosity [14,22]. Following from our discussion of
future projections in Sect. 2, it is not unreasonable that the
lifetime ratio sets the strongest constraints over Cττ

10 -related
scenarios for a certain period in the near future. Similarly,
��s has the potential to set competitive constraints over sce-
narios involving both Cττ

9 and Cττ
10 until the next update of

B(B+ → K+ττ) by Belle II.
In the particular NP scenarios where both primed and

unprimed operators have similar size and sign, the NP con-
tributions to B(Bs → ττ) and B(B+ → K+ττ) cancel, and
the most competitive constraint becomes that of ��s . This
is illustrated in Fig. 2c, where only Cττ

10 and C ′ττ
10 are non-

zero. We obtain that for C ′ττ
10 /Cττ

10 ≈ 1.4 the bound from
��s is already the most competitive. This shows that poten-
tially, better measurements of ��s can help distinguish new
physics scenarios characterised by similar NP couplings for
left-handed and right-handed quarks, which naturally pro-
vide accidental cancellations in B(Bs → ττ).

In the following, we explore the parameter space of the
scalar operators [CS,LL

ed ]3323 and [CS,LR
ed ]3323, which con-

tribute to Cττ
S and Cττ

P via Eq. (C.10). We assume that
SU (2)L invariance at high energies implies the connection,

[
CS,LR
ed

]3323 ≈
([

CS,RL
νedu

]3332
)∗

. (3.2)

We illustrate the different bounds over the parameter space
in Fig. 2b. Direct bounds over B(Bs → ττ)NP and B(B+ →
K+ττ) provide the strongest constraints over the parameter
space when considering both current and projected bounds,
but the lifetime ratio has the potential to provide very compet-
itive bounds in the near future. Just like in the case of vector
operators, in the particular NP scenarios where both primed
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Fig. 2 (Top) Parameter space of vector (left) and scalar (right) Wilson
coefficients (see the main text). (Bottom) Absolute size of Cττ

10 (mb)

vs the ratio Cττ
10 (mb)/C ′ττ

10 (mb) (left) and Cττ
S (mb) vs the ratio

Cττ
S (mb)/C ′ττ

S (mb) (right). The plots in the bottom allow to study the
parameter space in the scenario where both Cττ

10(S) and C ′ττ
10(S) have

similar size and sign. In all panels, orange contours represent the direct
bounds overB(Bs → ττ), while the black contour represent the indirect

bounds over B(Bs → ττ) obtained from τBs /τBd , the purple contours
represent the direct bounds over B(B+ → K+ττ), the grey contours
represent the direct bounds over ��s/��SM

s , and the green region is

preferred by R(∗)
D at 2σ . Solid (dashed) contours denote current (pro-

jected) 95% CL exclusions. For B(Bs → ττ), we show the projected
direct bound by LHCb with 300 fb−1

and unprimed scalar operators have similar size and sign, the
NP contributions toB(Bs → ττ) andB(B+ → K+ττ) can-
cel, and the most competitive constraint becomes that of ��s .
In this way, in Fig. 2d we explore the scenario where onlyCττ

S
and C ′ττ

S are non-zero. We obtain that for C ′ττ
S /Cττ

S ≈ 1.2
the bound from ��s is already the most competitive.

Finally, we note that, as already stated in Ref. [23], addi-
tional constraints will arise from future measurements of
B → K ∗τ+τ− and Bs → φτ+τ−. In fact, being these
decays a pseudovector to vector transition, they probe differ-
ent combinations of Wilson coefficients, and provide stricter
bounds on Cττ

9 , hypothesising that the same potential sensi-
tivity as for B+ → K+τ+τ− will be reached. Future projec-

tions taking into account the upcoming and current upgrade
of the LHCb and Belle II experiments, can shed light on the
actual constraining power of these modes.

4 New physics models

There is a rich literature about new mediators beyond the SM
that have been proposed to explain the RD(∗) anomalies (see
e.g. [24,25]). In particular, leptoquarks constitute some of the
most promising NP candidates, as they can naturally provide
the required semileptonic operators while avoiding tree-level
contributions to �Ms . Nevertheless, some of them predict an
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enhancement of b → sττ observables much above their SM
prediction, therefore potentially undergoing the constraints
from τBs/τBd and ��s derived in the previous sections. Fur-
thermore, it has been shown that particular leptoquarks can
also provide a one-loop and lepton universal contribution to
the operatorC9, which has been shown to greatly improve the
global fit to b → s�� observables provided that the NP effect
is roughly one fourth of the SM C9 [26,27]. We denote such
universal contribution as CU

9 , which specific leptoquarks can
provide via RGE mixing from Cττ

9 and Cττ
10 [23,28].

We start by discussing scalar leptoquarks. Our conclusions
can be summarised as in the following:

• The S1 ∼ (3̄, 1, 1/3) leptoquark generates tree-level con-
tributions to RD(∗) , while b → sττ is only induced at
loop level. Therefore, the correlation between these two
modes is less strong and we checked explicitly that the
loop induced effects in b → sττ are negligible for all
the projected bounds considered in this paper.

• The S3 ∼ (3̄, 3, 1/3) leptoquark induces both RD(∗) and
b → sττ at the tree-level. However, leading constraints
from B → K (∗)νν and �Ms render impossible to fully
address the anomaly in RD(∗) .

• The leptoquark R2 ∼ (3, 2, 7/6) provides uncorrelated
contributions to RD(∗) and b → sττ . The latter generates
CU

9 < 0 via RGE mixing, therefore receiving constraints
from τBs/τBd and ��s . However, we find that the leading
constraint to this scenario comes from �Ms at 1-loop,
that requires

∣∣CU
9

∣∣ < 0.3 in agreement with previous
analyses [29]. Although a particular cancellation mecha-
nism could alleviate the constraint from �Ms , this would
require further model building beyond the scope of this
work. Ultimately, even if �Ms is alleviated, the projected
constraint from τBs/τBd could only rule out

∣∣CU
9

∣∣ > 2,
unable to reach the region CU

9 ≈ −1 preferred by global
fits [26].

Vector leptoquarks are instead more promising. In the next
subsections, we will study the ones that address RD(∗) while
providing chirally enhanced contributions to B(Bs → ττ).

4.1 The vector leptoquark U1 ∼ (3, 1, 2/3)

The U1 ∼ (3, 1, 2/3) vector leptoquark is a well motivated
mediator to explain the RD and RD∗ anomalies [30–37].
A well motivated embedding for gauge U1 leptoquarks is
the Pati-Salam group [38], that provides a natural connec-
tion with quark-lepton unification. Moreover, explanations
of the RD(∗) anomalies via exchange of the U1 vector lep-
toquark had been shown to be naturally connected with the
origin of flavour hierarchies and the flavour structure of the
SM [39–45]. Remarkably, the contributions of the U1 vec-
tor leptoquark to RD(∗) are correlated to an enhancement of

b → sττ . At an effective scale � higher than the electroweak
scale, the U1 interactions are well described in the context of
the SMEFT as:

LU1
SMEFT ⊃ − 1

�2

[
Ci jαβ
LL

2

(
Q(1)

�q + Q(3)
�q

)i jαβ

−
(

2Ci jαβ
LR

(
Q†

�edq

)i jαβ + h.c.

)]
. (4.1)

The matching between the relevant LEFT and SMEFT Wil-
son coefficients reads:

[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗
(mb) = ητν

V C23ττ
LL (�)

v2

2Vcb�2

[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗
(mb) = −ητν

S 2C23ττ
LR (�)

v2

2Vcb�2 , (4.2)

[
CV,LL
ed

]3323
(mb) = ηττ

V C23ττ
LL (�)

v2

2�2 ,

[
CS,LR
ed

]3323
(mb) = −ηττ

S 2C23ττ
LR (�)

v2

2�2 , (4.3)

where the factors ηττ
i and ητν

i encode the running from the
high scale � = 1 TeV and are evaluated with DsixTools
[46], obtaining ηττ

V 
 0.96, ηττ
S 
 1.57 ητν

V 
 1.03 and
ητν
S 
 1.64. The operators in Eq. (4.3) match into Cττ

9 =
−Cττ

10 and Cττ
S = −Cττ

P via Eqs. (C.9) and (C.10), respec-

tively. The presence of the scalar operator
[
CS,LR
ed

]3323
,

which ultimately provides Cττ
S = −Cττ

P , delivers a chirally
enhanced contribution to B(Bs → ττ) connected to the size
of C23ττ

LR . If C23ττ
LR = 0, then B(Bs → ττ) is still substan-

tially enhanced by the presence of Cττ
9 = −Cττ

10 , but chiral
enhancement is lost.

In Fig. 3 we explore the parameter space of SMEFT
Wilson coefficients in the model, highlighting two partic-
ularly motivated benchmark scenarios. The case C23ττ

LL =
−C23ττ

LR is a good benchmark for 4321 models featur-
ing TeV scale third family quark-lepton unification [30–
32,39,42,43], while the case C23ττ

LR = 0 is a good bench-
mark for the flavour universal 4321 model [35,36,44,45].
Given that U1 is a vector leptoquark, the leading contribu-
tion to �Ms arising at 1-loop depends on the specific UV
completion. For the well-motivated case of 4321 models, the
contribution to �Ms is dominated by a vector-like lepton
running in the loop, and the most stringent constraints can
be avoided as long as the mass of the vector-like lepton is
around or below the TeV scale [31,36,45,47]. In this man-
ner, the model is able to address RD(∗) and the enhancement
of B(Bs → ττ) becomes a key prediction of the model.

Due to chiral enhancement, B(Bs → ττ) is particularly
sensitive to scenarios with large

∣∣C23ττ
LR

∣∣, but current direct
bounds from LHCb cannot yet test the preferred region by the
benchmark case C23ττ

LL = −C23ττ
LR . Remarkably, in the near
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Fig. 3 Parameter space of Wilson coefficients motivated by the U1

vector leptoquark explanation of R(∗)
D (see main text). The green, yellow

and grey regions represent the 1σ , 2σ and 3σ regions preferred by R(∗)
D ,

respectively. Orange contours represent the direct bounds fromB(Bs →
ττ), while the black contour represents the indirect bound obtained
from τBs /τBd and the purple contour represents the direct bounds from
B(B+ → K+ττ). Solid (dashed) contours denote current (projected)
95% CL exclusions, except for the two projections for B(Bs → ττ)

by LHCb: 50 fb−1 (orange dashed) and 300 fb−1 (orange dash-dotted).
Dash-dotted black lines represent two interesting benchmark scenarios
motivated in the main text

future we expect the indirect bound from the lifetime ratio
τBs/τBd to constrain a region of the parameter space preferred
by C23ττ

LL = −C23ττ
LR , while the parameter space preferred

by C23ττ
LR = 0 is expected to remain unconstrained. In the

longer term, updated direct measurements of B(Bs → ττ)

and B(B+ → K+ττ) have the potential to test most of the
parameter space compatible with RD and RD∗ .

As a final remark, using the results in [31,36,45,47], and
our aforementioned results for �s

12, we estimated the NP
impact on assl . However, due to due absence of a NP phase
in the relevant couplings, the NP contribution to assl is dom-
inated by the phase of V ∗

ts multiplied by small couplings.
Hence, in this scenario we find no visible effect in assl . We
notice that for complex right-handed couplings, this would
not be the case, and would be worth studying it in detail if
the misalignment between RD and R∗

D changes significantly
with new measurements.

4.2 The vector leptoquark V2 ∼ (3̄, 2, 5/6)

The vector leptoquark V2 ∼ (3̄, 2, 5/6) arises in the context
of grand unified theories (GUTs) based on the SU (5) gauge
group. In a recent work [48], it has been pointed out that a
TeV scale V2 vector leptoquark could explain the deviations
in RD(∗) via the scalar operator (c̄LbR)(τ̄RνLτ ), arising from
the SMEFT operator [Q†

�edq ]ττ23. Notice that this operator is

also predicted by the U1 vector leptoquark in models featur-
ing third family quark-lepton unification at the TeV scale, and
it has the interesting feature of correlating the enhancement
of RD(∗) with a chiral enhancement of B(Bs → ττ). For the
purpose of this work, we shall work with a simplified phe-
nomenological Lagrangian, requiring only the minimal cou-
plings needed to address the RD(∗) anomalies. In this manner,
the di-quark coupling that would lead to a rapid proton decay
is also absent. The relevant interaction terms read

LV2 ⊃ βdL
iα

(
dC iγμL

b
α

)
εabV

μ,a
2 + β

Qe
iα

(
QC,a

iγμeα

)

×εabV
μ,b
2 + h.c. (4.4)

where

βdL
iα =

⎛

⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 βdL

3τ

⎞

⎠ , β
Qe
iα =

⎛

⎝
0 0 0
0 0 β

Qe
2τ

0 0 0

⎞

⎠ . (4.5)

As usual for leptoquarks, V2 does not contribute to �Ms

at tree level. Using DsixTools 2.1 [9], we have studied the
1-loop RGE mixing of [Q†

�edq ]ττ23 into low energy operators
that could potentially contribute to �Ms and assl . We find all
operators to receive vanishing contributions, with the excep-
tion of [LV,LL

dd ]2323 that receives a negligible contribution at
the level 0.0001% of the SM contribution. We stress that, in a
UV complete model, we expect further states to be generated
when breaking the SU (5) group to the SM. They can poten-
tially generate further contributions to �Ms , that depend on
the specific breaking chain. A study of the UV completion
for the V2 vector leptoquark is, however, beyond the scope of
this work, but will be required for a comprehensive analysis
of loop-induced constraints on this vector state.

Remarkably, if we work in the basis of mass eigenstates
Qi = (Vi j u

j
L , diL) where the CKM mixing originates from

the up sector, then a contribution to B(Bu → τν) severely
constrains the model. Nevertheless, this contribution can be
easily suppressed by introducing β

Qe
1τ and enforcing some

mild cancellation with β
Qe
2τ [48]. After integrating out V2 and

matching to the SMEFT, we obtain the following operator at
tree-level

LV2
SMEFT = [C�edq ]ττ32

M2
V2

[Q†
�edq ]ττ23 = 2βdL

3τ (β
Qe
2τ )∗

M2
V2

×[Q†
�edq ]ττ23, (4.6)

which at low energies matches into,

[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗
(mb) = −ητν

S [C�edq ]ττ32(MV2 )
v2

2VcbM
2
V2

,

(4.7)
[
CS,LR
ed

]3323
(mb) = −ηττ

S [C�edq ]ττ32(MV2 )
v2

2M2
V2

. (4.8)
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Fig. 4 V2 model prediction for B(Bs → ττ) (blue line) as a function
of the SMEFT Wilson coefficient [C�edq ]ττ32. The current 95% CL
excluded region by LHCb is grey shaded. The dashed black line depicts
the projected 95% CL indirect bound obtained from τBs /τBd . The gray
dashed and dashed-dotted lines represent the projected 95% CL direct
bounds by LHCb for 50 fb−1 and 300 fb−1, respectively

Notice that this is the same operator predicted by theU1 lep-
toquark in models featuring third family quark-lepton unifi-
cation, as discussed in the previous section. As such, it pro-
vides chiral enhancement of B(Bs → ττ) via Cττ

S = −Cττ
P ,

obtained from
[
CS,LR
ed

]3323
when applying Eq. (C.9).

The scalar operator
[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗
provides a large con-

tribution to RD , able to fit the current experimental central
value, while the contribution to RD∗ accommodates only
marginally the current tension (see Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3)).
In Fig. 4, we show the model prediction for B(Bs → ττ) as
a function of [C�edq ]ττ32 (2 TeV). We can see that the cur-
rent direct bound by LHCb is unable to constrain the region
preferred at 1σ by RD . Nevertheless, in the near future we
expect the indirect bound from the lifetime ratio τBs/τBd to
provide a leading constraint over the model. Being more spe-
cific, τBs/τBd will constrain the model from explaining the
central values of RD (or larger). In the much longer term,
LHCb has the potential to fully test the model with 300 fb−1

of integrated luminosity.

5 Conclusions

Several new physics scenarios proposed to address anomalies
in B-physics naturally predict an enhancement of b → sττ .
In this work, we have explored the impact of new physics in
the b → sττ channel over the lifetime ratio τBs/τBd and the
lifetime difference ��s . First of all, via a model-independent
analysis, we assessed the constraining power of the lifetime
ratio and lifetime difference over NP in b → sττ . We con-
clude that such observables provide indirect bounds over
new physics scenarios, which, however, are not currently
competitive with the existing direct experimental bounds.

Nevertheless, we have estimated future projections and con-
cluded that both τBs/τBd and ��s can provide competitive
bounds before the LHCb and Belle II experiments reach the
large integrated luminosities required to improve their direct
bounds on b → sττ transitions. By looking at the differ-
ent NP operators, we find that the lifetime ratio can poten-
tially constrain scenarios where B(Bs → ττ) is enhanced.
On the other hand, the lifetime difference is very interest-
ing in scenarios where B(Bs → ττ) is not modified by
NP couplings, and also to constrain scenarios with similar
NP couplings for left-handed and right-handed quarks. We
also introduce simplified models that can address RD(∗) with-
out generating tree-level contributions to the neutral meson
mass differences. Two scenarios are particularly interesting,
namely the ones of the vector leptoquarks U1 ∼ (3, 1, 2/3)

and V2 ∼ (3̄, 2, 5/6). In fact, in these scenarios τBs/τBd can
provide competitive constraints in the near future, thanks to a
chiral enhancement of B(Bs → ττ) provided by scalar low-
energy operators. This work motivates efforts by both the the-
oretical and experimental communities to investigate τBs /τBd
and ��s as potential channels to constrain NP effects.
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A Operator basis

In this Appendix, we list all the operators that we use in our
analysis. In the SMEFT [7] we have:

[
Q(1)

lq

]αβi j = (L̄αγ μLβ)(Q̄iγ μQ j )

[
Q(3)

lq

]αβi j = (L̄αγ μσ a Lβ)(Q̄iγ μσ aQ j ) (A.1)

[Qed ]αβi j = (ēα
Rγμe

β
R)(d̄iRγ μd j

R)

[Qld ]αβi j = (L̄αγ μLβ)(d̄iRγ μd j
R) (A.2)

[Qledq ]αβi j = (L̄α
a e

β
R)(d̄iRQ

j
a)

[Qqe]αβi j = (Q̄αγ μQβ)(ēiRγ μe jR) . (A.3)

and we work in the basis: Qi,T = (V ∗
i j u

j
L , diL) and Li,T =

(U∗
i jν j , eiL), where V and U denote the CKM and PMNS

matrices, respectively.
In the LEFT [8,49], we use the following FCNCs operators:

[
OV,LL

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αγμPL�β)(d̄iγ μPLd
j )

[
OV,RR

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αγμPR�β)(d̄iγ μPRd
j ) (A.4)

[
OV,LR

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αγμPLβ)(d̄iγ μPRd
j )

[
OV,RL

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αγμPR�β)(d̄iγ μPLd
j ) (A.5)

[
OS,RR

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αPR�β)(d̄i PRd
j )

[
OS,RL

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αPR�β)(d̄i PLd
j ) (A.6)

[
OS,LL

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αPL�β)(d̄i PLd
j )

[
OS,LR

ed

]αβi j = (�̄αPL�β)(d̄i PRd
j ) (A.7)

[
OT,RR

ed

]αβi j = (�̄ασμν PR�β)(d̄iσμν PRd
j )

[
OT,LL

ed

]αβi j = (�̄ασμν PL�β)(d̄iσμν PLd
j ) , (A.8)

the charged current operators:

[
OV,LL

νedu

]αβi j = (ν̄αγ μPL�β)(d̄iγμPLu
j )

[
OV,LR

νedu

]αβi j = (ν̄αγ μPL�β)(d̄iγμPRu
j ) (A.9)

[
OS,RR

νedu

]αβi j = (ν̄αPR�β)(d̄i PRu
j )

[
OS,RL

νedu

]αβi j = (ν̄αPR�β)(d̄i PLu
j ) (A.10)

[
OT,RR

νedu

]αβi j = (ν̄ασμν PR�β)(d̄iσμν PRu
j ) (A.11)

and the four-quark operators:

[
OV,LL

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iLγμd
j
L)(d̄kLγ μdlL)

[
OV,RR

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iRγμd
j
R)(d̄kRγ μdlR) (A.12)

[
OV 1,LR

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iLγμd
j
L)(d̄kRγ μdlR)

[
OV 8,RR

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iLγμT
ad j

L)(d̄kRγ μT adlR) (A.13)
[
OS1,RR

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iLd
j
R)(d̄kLd

l
R)

[
OS8,RR

dd

]i jkl = (d̄iLT
ad j

R)(d̄kLT
adlR) (A.14)

Following the normalization of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), the tree-
level matching for the operators relevant for b → sττ reads
[49]

[
CV,LL
ed

]3323 =
[
C̃ (1)

�q

]3323
v2

2�2 +
[
C̃ (3)

�q

]3323
v2

2�2 ,

[
CV,RR
ed

]3323 = [C̃ed ]3323v2

2�2 , (A.15)

[
CV,LR
ed

]3323 = [C̃�d ]3323v2

2�2 ,

[
CV,LR
de

]3323 = [C̃qe]3323v2

2�2 , (A.16)
[
CS,RR
ed

]3323 = 0 ,

[
CS,RL
ed

]3323 = [C̃�edq ]3323v2

2�2 , (A.17)
[
CS,LL
ed

]3323 = 0 ,

[
CS,LR
ed

]3323 = [(C̃�edq)
∗]3332v2

2�2 , (A.18)
[
CT,RR
ed

]3323 = 0 ,
[
OT,LL

ed

]3323 = 0 . (A.19)

For the operators relevant for b → cτ ν̄, following the nor-
malization of Eqs. (2.1) and (C.1) we have

[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332 =
2
[
C̃ (3)

�q

]3332
v2

2Vcb�2 ,

[
CV,LR

νedu

]3332 = 0 , (A.20)

[
CS,RR

νedu

]αβi j =
[
C̃ (3)

�equ

]3332
v2

2Vcb�2 ,

[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332 = [C̃�edq ]3332v2

2Vcb�2 , (A.21)
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[
CT,RR

νedu

]3332 =
[
C̃ (3)

�equ

]3332
v2

2Vcb�2 . (A.22)

where in all cases above we are assuming that NP do not
modify the Z boson nor W boson couplings to fermions.

B Lattice input

The BSM bag parameters are taken from the averages in [50]
and displayed in Table 2. They refer to the operators:

Os
1 = (

b̄γμPLs
) (
b̄γ μPLs

)
, (B.1)

Os
2 = (

b̄PLs
) (
b̄PLs

)
, Os

3 = (
b̄αPLsβ

) (
b̄β PLsα

)
,

(B.2)

Os
4 = (

b̄PLs
) (
b̄PRs

)
, Os

5 = (
b̄αPLsβ

) (
b̄β PRsα

)
.

(B.3)

Their expectation values are given by:
〈Os

1
〉 = c1 f 2

Bq M
2
Bs B

(1)
Bs

(μ) (B.4)

〈Os
i
〉 = ci

(
MBs

mb(μ) + ms(μ)

)2
f 2
Bq M

2
Bs B

(i)
Bs

(μ), i = 2, 3

(B.5)

〈Os
i
〉 = ci

(
MBs

mb(μ) + ms(μ)
+ di

)2
f 2
Bq M

2
Bs B

(i)
Bs

(μ), i = 4, 5

(B.6)

where ci = {2/3,−5/12, 1/12, 1/2, 1/6}, d4 = 1/6 and
d5 = 3/2. The same bag parameters apply for the set of
PL ←→ PR operators. Remember PL ,R = (1 ± γ5)/2. We
also use fBs = 230.3±1.3 MeV [51] and MBs = 5366.92±
0.10 MeV [52] as input values.

C Semileptonic observables

C.1 b → cτν

We are interested in the following operators from the effective
Lagrangian describing b → cτ ν̄ transition,

Lb→cτν = −4GF√
2
Vcb

[(
1 +

[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗)[OV,LL
νedu

]3332†

+
[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗ [OS,RL
νedu

]3332† + h.c.

]
(C.1)

where the Wilson coefficients are at themb scale. The observ-
ables driving the NP effects are the universality ratios RD(∗) :

RD = RSM
D

[∣∣∣1 +
[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗∣∣∣
2

+ 1.5Re

{(
1 +

[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗)[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗}

+ 1.03
∣∣∣
[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗∣∣∣
2]

, (C.2)

RD∗ = RSM
D∗

[∣∣∣1 +
[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗∣∣∣
2

+ 0.12Re

{(
1 +

[
CV,LL

νedu

]3332∗)[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗}

+ 0.04
∣∣∣
[
CS,RL

νedu

]3332∗∣∣∣
2
]

, (C.3)

where RSM
D = 0.298 ± 0.004 and RSM

D∗ = 0.254 ± 0.005 [1],
and the numerical coefficients are obtained from integrating
over the full kinematical distributions for the B → D(∗)

semileptonic decay [53,54].

C.2 b → sττ

In order to express in a simpler way the observables in the
b → sττ channel, it is convenient to adopt a different oper-
ator basis than the one in Eqs. (A.4)–(A.8). We introduce:

Oττ
9 = (

s̄γμPLb
) (

τ̄ γ μτ
)

, Oττ
S = (s̄ PRb) (τ̄ τ ) (C.4)

Oττ
10 = (

s̄γμPLb
) (

τ̄ γ μγ5τ
)

, Oττ
P = (s̄ PRb) (τ̄ γ5τ) ,

(C.5)

which give rise to the following effective Lagrangian:

Lb→sττ = 4GF√
2
V ∗
tsVtb

α

4π

[
(CSM

9 + Cττ
9 )Oττ

9

+ (CSM
10 + Cττ

10 )Oττ
10

+ Cττ
S Oττ

S + Cττ
P Oττ

P + h.c.

]
, (C.6)

where for simplicity we suppressed the scale dependence of
the Wilson coefficients, which are at the scale μ = mb. The
SM values are given byCSM

9 = 4.27 andCSM
10 = −4.17 [55].

With these definitions, the expressions for the observables of
interest read [31,56]

B(Bs → ττ) = B(Bs → ττ)SM

⎧
⎨

⎩

∣∣∣∣∣1 + Cττ
10

CSM
10

+ Cττ
P

CSM
10

×
M2

Bs
2mτ (mb + ms)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

+
(

1 − 4m2
τ

M2
Bs

) ∣∣∣∣∣
Cττ
S

CSM
10

M2
Bs

2mτ (mb + ms)

∣∣∣∣∣

2
⎫
⎬

⎭

(C.7)
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Table 2 Bag parameters B(i)
Bs

in the MS scheme evaluated at the scale μ = mb. The values displayed are the averages taken from [50]

i 1 2 3 4 5

B(i)
Bs

0.84(3) 0.83(4) 0.85(5) 1.03(4) 0.94(3)

B(B+ → K+ττ) = 10−9
(

2.2
∣∣∣Cττ

9 + CSM
9

∣∣∣
2 + 6.0

∣∣∣Cττ
10 + CSM

10

∣∣∣
2

+ 8.3
∣∣Cττ

S

∣∣2 + 8.9
∣∣Cττ

P

∣∣2

+ 4.8Re[Cττ
S (Cττ

9 + CSM
9 )∗]

+ 5.9Re[Cττ
P (Cττ

10 + CSM
10 )∗]

)
, (C.8)

where we use B(Bs → ττ)SM = (7.73 ± 0.49) · 10−7 [57]
and B(B+ → K+ττ)SM = (1.4 ± 0.2) · 10−7 [58]. The
numerical values for the NP contributions to B+ → K+ττ

decays are taken from [31,58].
The operatorsCττ

9 andCττ
10 are related to [CV,LL

ed ]3323 and

[CV,LR
de ]3323 via

Cττ
9 = 2π

αV ∗
tsVtb

(
[CV,LL

ed ]3323 + [CV,LR
de ]3323

)
,

Cττ
10 = 2π

αV ∗
tsVtb

(
[CV,LR

de ]3323 − [CV,LL
ed ]3323

)
. (C.9)

The operators [CS,LL
ed ]3323 and [CS,LR

ed ]3323 are related to
Cττ
S and Cττ

P via

Cττ
S = 2π

αV ∗
tsVtb

(
[CS,RR

ed ]3323 − [CS,LR
ed ]3323

)
,

Cττ
P = 2π

αV ∗
tsVtb

(
[CS,RR

ed ]3323 + [CS,LR
ed ]3323

)
. (C.10)
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